Co-Creating Europe’s National
Renovation Strategies

Deep building renovation represents one of the single most critical
tools to massively lower Europe’s CO2 emissions, create jobs in
the construction sector and improve the quality of the existing
built environment for the good of European citizens. BUILD UPON
is an innovative two year Horizon 2020 project, aimed at helping
European countries design and implement strong, long-term
national strategies for the renovation of their existing buildings.
Since the Energy Efficiency Directive was agreed,
many countries have struggled to define and
implement comprehensive national renovation
strategies to scale-up and deepen the rate of
energy efficient improvements. BUILD UPON will

guide a critical mass of key stakeholders across 13
countries through a structured process, working
as a powerful collaborative community to design
and implement the v2.0 national renovation
strategies due to be in place by April 2017.
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Mapping the existing landscape
(key stakeholders, initiatives, expertise).

Hosting the collaborative community process,
inputtingintov2.0nationalrenovationstrategies
and generating the buy in to deliver them.

PHASE 2

THE INNOVATION INCUBATOR

Designing a collaborative community
process to strategically build upon and
strengthen the existing landscape.

Shaping project concepts on Financial Innovation,
Business Model Innovation, Public Sector, Innovation,
Behavioural Innovation, for launch within the
BUILD UPON community.

A. STAKEHOLDER SYSTEM
MAPPING
All key organisations need to be at the table
during this process. Detailed stakeholder
systems maps will be produced for each project
country to show precisely which organisations
need to be partnering effectively to cocreate and deliver a bolder vision for building
renovation in Europe. These systems will be
tracked throughout the project, looking at how
they collaborate and conflict.

B. RENOWIKI
Proving a simple, accessible and quick overview
of the many diverse renovation initiatives in each
country (regulation, finance, training, research
etc.). That’s the aim of ‘RenoWiki’, a tool that
the BUILD UPON stakeholder community can
use to ensure that everyone starts, and stays
on the same page throughout the process, and
that a complex landscape is built upon more
strategically going forwards.

C. IDENTIFYING BEST
PRACTICE EXPERTISE
BUILD UPON aims to ensure best practice sharing
moves beyond information to action. The project
sets aside a significant budget for each country to
bring experts involved with best practice European
renovation initiatives identified by the RenoWiki to
their countries, to engage on how these initiatives
could be replicated or adapted to overcome
market barriers.

D. SHAPING THE PROCESS
The project team will work closely with governments
and stakeholders to design a series of national
and local events across major cities in the second
year of the project, to engage on key issues for the
strategies. The process will be designed to move
away from traditional speaker-audience events
towards 100% collaborative working and problem
solving to ensure the full range of stakeholder
expertise is actively utilised.

E. THE COMMUNITY
BUILDING PROCESS

F. CREATING AN INNOVATION
INCUBATOR

BUILD UPON will see a total of 88 project
stakeholder workshops / conferences, with the
vast majority held during the second year at local,
national and European level. Reporting from these
events will feed directly into the v2.0 national
renovation strategy process and will track how
effectively the stakeholder system is collaborating.

The stakeholder community BUILD UPON aims to create
will be a powerful source of innovation and collaboration.
Building on on-going work at national level, project concepts
in the four following fields will be tested with a view to
being mobilised by actors in the BUILD UPON community:
financial innovation; business model innovation; public
sector innovation; and behavioural innovation.

Get Involved!
If you’re a buildings expert, industry leader, public authority, NGO, housing association, financer, researcher or one
of many other professionals involved in energy efficient building renovation, BUILD UPON wants you! Get in touch
with your local GBC in any of the project countries below to find out more and get involved.

WE
WANT
YOU!

COUNTRIES / GBCS INVOLVED

IRISH GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL

SLOVAK GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL
SLOVENSKÁ RADA PRE ZELENÉ BUDOVY

INTRODUCING OUR NETWORK
Green Building Councils (GBCs) are not-for-profit, member-based organisations that are driving the transformation of buildings,
communities and users’ behaviour towards sustainability. WorldGBC is a coalition of more than 100 national GBCs around the world,
making it the largest international organisation influencing the green building marketplace. The Europe Regional Network consists of
over 30 national GBCs, working in collaboration with more than 5,000 members across Europe, which represent the full breadth of diverse
stakeholders in the buildings sector.
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